Refactoring is a very important technology to improve the reusability and maintainability of existing code, and it is widely used in software development. In order to extract the code segment into a new method easily and cover the shortage of Eclipse in refactoring, the method of Context-Aware Automatic Code Segment Extraction and Refactoring (CAACSER) is proposed. By analyzing the context of the code, the input parameter class, and the output parameter class are introduced to handle complex code segments. The experimental results show that the CAACSER effectively solves some problems and drawbacks of many existing tools in code segment extraction, which acts as a basic step for realizing automatic and semi-automatic refactoring methods. The visualization tool of CAACSER can also carry out reasonable optimizations of the code without changing the systems' behaviors.
Introduction
Refactoring is a technique to restructure software by applying a series of methods without changing its observable behavior and to make software easier to understand and cheaper to modify [1] . Refactoring can improve the code quality of a software, including readability, reusability and maintainability [2] [3] [4] . Code extraction is one of the frequently-used refactoring skills and is also an important operating step for other complex refactoring methods, such as Extract Class, Replace Type Code with Subclasses, Replace Type Code with State/Strategy, Form Template Method, etc.
A method can be improved if it is too long or requires comments to be understood by separating it into several small methods, if duplicated codes exist by extracting them into an independent method, or if complex conditional statements exist by extracting each conditional branch to an independent method or breaking them down by polymorphism or strategy pattern. Martin Flower [1] recommended using short effective naming and fine-grained methods with better reusability and readability so it can more easily be understood, overloaded, and used by other methods. While the automatic extraction of source code is essential in the extraction and encapsulation of duplicated codes, in the separation of complex conditional statements, and in the decomposition of too large or too long methods, the easiest automatic extraction approach proposed by Martin Fowler [1] is Extract Method refactoring. This approach extracts specified code directly from the original code and encapsulates it into a new method. Code segment extraction is a very important step for many refactorings, such as the Extract Method [5] [6] , Move Method [7] [8] , etc.
At present, most of the existing code extraction methods are based on Mark Weiser's program slicing [9] [10] and follow three principles proposed by Nikolaos Tsantalis [11] , that is, (1) for declared variables, the code segment extracted must include their complete calculation procedures, (2) the behaviors of the program before and after extraction must be consistent, and (3) the code segment extracted should not reappear in the method after extraction. Nikolaos Tsantalis divided program slices into two types: the complete computation slices and the object state slices. Based on which different identification and extraction methods are provided, the complete computation and object state slices are extended to include the object state slice of any object reference that is used in the initial slice. Research by Tushar Sharma [12] and Katsuhisa Maruyama [13] presented algorithms for the identification of refactoring opportunities and for automatic extraction. Alaknanda Chandra et al. [14] proposed an approach to compute a static slice as well as a dynamic slice of a set of programs by creating an intermediary representation of the program. Isabella Mastroeni and Damiano Zanardini [15] formally defined the notion of abstract program slicing, a general form of program slicing where properties of data are considered instead of their exact value. This approach was applied to a language with numeric and reference values, relying on the notion of abstract dependencies between statements.
Simple refactoring is available in some popular IDEs (Integrated Development Environments), such as Eclipse, which includes the Extract Method option in its Refactor menu, but this function is limited and simple for complex situations. For instance, the Extract Method refactoring provided by Eclipse does not support multiple outputs. If Eclipse is used to refactor a code segment with multiple output variables that will be used by the subsequent code, it displays an error: Ambiguous return value: Selected block modifies more than one local variable used in the code. Affected variables are: {0}, {1}, ..., as shown in Figure 1 .
Moreover, if multiple inputs are declared before the segment being extracted, Eclipse does not encapsulate these inputs as an object but uses a long parameter list, which affects readability and maintainability. Thus, it is necessary to remove this too long parameter list code smell [1] , but the automatic refactoring provided does not meet the requirement to solve this problem. This paper proposes the Context-Aware Automatic Code Segment Extraction and Refactoring (CAACSER) method capable of encapsulating specified code into a new method efficiently. CAACSER is the key part of refactoring to remove many code smells and acts as one of the basic steps in some design patterns oriented refactoring techniques. CAACSER, based on program slicing technique, simplifies the processing of variables and introduces appropriate automatic refactoring at the same time, supporting multiple inputs and outputs of the extracted code segments.
Principle and Implementation of CAACSER
CAACSER is concerned with the declaration and use of variables, the core of which focuses on parameters passing between the code being extracted and its context, providing automatic refactoring without changing the original behavior. This section will detail CAACSER with principles and implementation process.
Triple Segments Analysis
CAACSER, context-aware refactoring, has no influence on the logical integrity of the code after extracted. Thus, a comprehensive code analysis of the extracted code is required to consider its relation with the context and its influence on the original code. The Three Segment Analysis (TSA) is used to divide the original code into three parts: Pre-Segment (PrS), Extract Segment (ES) and Post-Segment (PoS), as shown in Figure 2 . It is implied that the declaration and use of variables in different parts will have different influences on the code to be extracted. A number of terms and their abbreviations are defined in Table 1 for the concise expression of variables and process of CAACSER.
For variables in CASet, MPSet and PrsDefSet, if used in the extracted code ES, they need to be added to the parameter list of the new method as input. Variables ESUseSet and ESDefSet used or declared in ES may continue to be used in PoS, so they need to be passed back to the original method as outputs of the extracted code. In addition, methods defined in ESDefSet must be redefined in PoS for compilation. Thus, two definitions are given below to represent the input set and output set of the method being extracted. Definition 1：The input set InSet:
Definition 2：The output set OutSet:
Extraction Rules and Processes
In the code extraction process, the size of InSet and OutSet, expressed as Size(InSet) and Size(OutSet), must be examined to determine whether to introduce the NIC class, NOC class, both, or neither. The corresponding extraction rules are as follows.
(1) Code segment ES is moved into a new method named EM().
(2) For three cases of Size(InSet), such as Size(InSet)=0, 0<Size(InSet)<T, and Size(InSet)≥T, the input of EM() is none, input set InSet, or New Input Class (NIC) object respectively, where T represents a user-defined threshold detailed in 2.3 Determination of threshold with default value of 6.
(3) For three cases of size(OutSet), such as size(OutSet)=0, Size(OutSet)=1, and Size(OutSet)>1, EM () returns void, a variable in the same type of the one in OutSet, or New Output Class (NOC) object respectively. Figure 3 shows the process of extraction corresponding to the three rules as explained above.
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Determination of Threshold
In the design and implementation of CAACSER, it is feasible to encapsulate inputs up to the specified threshold into a single NIC object automatically to avoid the bad smell of too long parameters list. In order to obtain a reasonable threshold, the distribution of Number of Method Parameters (NOMP) is analyzed based on 324155 methods of 41747 classes in 100 open source Java projects in the course of research. Most of these projects are from SourceForge, GitHub and other open source software sharing sites, and the rest are from some well-known Java open source frameworks and open source projects. The total lines of source code are 3630906, excluding comments. Of the 100 projects, 9 projects have more than 100,000 lines of source code, 60 projects have 10,000 to 100,000 lines, and 31 projects have less than 10,000 lines. Most of these projects are of high quality, developed by experienced developers.
The total of 324155 methods are preliminarily screened and analyzed, and the result shows that the maximum value of NOMP is 52 from the method addMember() in class com.mvnforum.admin. MemberXML in mvnForum project, an open source BBS project based on Java EE. Result also shows that 5 methods have NOMP greater than 50, constituting 0.001542%, 4 of which have 51 parameters and 1 of which has 52 parameters. The number of methods is reduced to 324150 by excluding this small proportion in order to facilitate statistical analysis and mapping; thus, the remaining methods with NOMP≤30 are considered for further analysis. Part of the statistical results is listed in Table 2 Figure 4 shows that a NOMP of 0 and 1 take up 134664 and 121598 methods respectively, accounting for 41.54% and 37.51% of the total 324150 methods. As NOMP increases, the number of methods decreases rapidly, presenting a long-tailed distribution. It is fitted by the Weibull distribution with a shape parameter α = 0.5844 and a scale parameter β = 0.3824. The corresponding probability density function (PDF) and cumulative distribution function (CDF) are as follows.
The statistical results are analyzed below.
(1) If the significance level α is set at 0.05, the confidence level is 95%. For minimum cumulative proportion greater than 95%, the cumulative probability P is 95.95% when X≤3, that is, 95.95% of methods have 3 or less parameters. This is compared to the value derived from CDF F w (x). If F w (x) = 0.95, x = 2.4997, the ceiling of which is 3. This means that NOMP=3 satisfies the significance level of 0.05 consistent with the statistical analysis (empirical value).
(2) If the significance level α is set at 0.01, the confidence level is 99%. For minimum cumulative proportion greater than 99%, the cumulative probability P is 99.08% when X≤5, that is, 99.08% of methods have 5 or less parameters. This is compared to the value derived from CDF F w (x). If F w (x) = 0.99, x = 5.2172, the ceiling of which is 6. This means that NOMP=6 satisfies the significance level of 0.01, which is slightly greater than the statistical analysis (empirical value).
If the number of parameters in a method exceeds a certain threshold, parameters can be reduced by introducing a parameter class encapsulating the parameters into an object. However, this results in a large number of Getter and Setter methods used in the newly generated EM (), which to some extent affects the readability of the code. In this study, in order to keep the code structure clear and complete after extraction and refactoring, the threshold chosen is relatively large, i.e., a NOMP set at 6 as the threshold with a significance level of 0.01. That means NIC will be introduced in encapsulation only when the number of parameters reaches 6 or more. The threshold selected in this study is less than the default of PMD long parameter list threshold 10 and Checkstyle threshold 7. The threshold chosen instead has a good statistical significance, as 99.08% of methods have less than 6 parameters; in other words, less than 1% of methods have 6 or more parameters.
Implementation of the CAACSER Method
The pseudo code of the CAACSER algorithm is shown in Table 3 .
Lines 1-9 of the pseudo-code are used to declare the data set used in the algorithm. Line 11 is used to move the code to be extracted into a new method EM (). Lines 12-13 are used to calculate the input set InSet and output set OutSet respectively. Lines 15-17 are the branch for size(InSet) <6, in which the parameter(s) in the input set is/are taken into input list EM (). Lines 18-26 are the branch for Size(InSet)> = 6, in which a New Input Class NIC is created to encapsulate all inputs for the input of EM(). Lines 28-29 are for Size(OutSet) = 0 where EM() returns void. Lines 30-32 are for Size(OutSet) = 1 where EM() returns a variable in the same type as the one in output set, and Lines 33-42 are for Size(OutSet) > 1 where a new output parameter class NOC is created and used as the return type to encapsulate outputs. Finally, Line 43 saves the code after refactoring. The algorithm shown in Table 3 converts the source code into an abstract syntax tree to process whose nodes are used as the unit for operation [16] . The algorithm can be applied in other complex refactoring as an independent utility class with good reusability.
CAACSER is more powerful and rigorous than the built-in Extract Method in Eclipse. Users are involved in the code extraction process during CAACSER implementation, including the naming of the new method and of the input and output classes. Therefore, an extraction wizard is provided to guide users in code extraction in three steps as shown in Figure 5 . The first step ( Figure 5-a) is method settings, including setting the name and modifier of the extracted method and giving the preview of its signature. The second step ( Figure 5-b) is input settings, used for the naming of the input class encapsulated from multiple inputs under users' requirements. The algorithm by default encapsulates if the number of inputs is greater than or equal to 6. The third step ( Figure 5-c) is output settings, used for naming of the output class, and the encapsulation process by default is automatic if more than one output exists. The code extraction wizard interface as shown in Figure 5 is practical, user-friendly, and simple to use, enabling users to customize code extraction and related parameters. 
Experiment and Result Analysis
In order to verify the correctness of the CAACSER method, a series of code segments are selected or designed for white-box testing. There are three possible parameter sets for both input and output in the CAACSER method, which results in 9 cases of combinations. Moreover, in the case of code segments unable to be extracted, such as code segments containing return or break statements, the correctness of CAACSER is checked using manually selected code segments. For each of these 10 cases, five test code segments are selected mostly from the 100 open source projects used in section 2.3, and for each test, three cases are designed to determine whether the behavior of the code after refactoring has been changed. The main purposes of this experiment are as follows.
(1) To verify whether CAACSER deals with different situations correctly, such as whether code segments meeting certain conditions can be correctly extracted, or whether code not meeting certain conditions can be prompted with error messages.
(2) To verify whether errors are introduced into code after refactoring of using CAACSER, regression testing is carried out to judge whether the system behavior has changed after code extraction.
The experimental results are listed in Table. 4. In the column of Test Cases shown in Table 4 , InSet(0), InSet (1-5), InSet(>=6) indicate the number of inputs as 0, 1 to 5, and greater than and equal to 6, respectively. OutSet(0), OutSet(1) and OutSet(>1) indicate the number of outputs as 0, 1, and greater than 1, respectively. CanNotExtract is used to indicate that extraction cannot be performed by CAACSER, i.e., the part in bold shown in Figure 6 . As can be seen from Table 4 , CAACSER deals with various combinations of conditions effectively performing code extraction correctly for code segments meeting corresponding conditions, while ensuring the consistency of results and system behavior before and after refactoring.
An example shown in Figure 7 is a test code segment from method applyTemplate() in org.cofax.WysiwygTemplate class in the Cofax project, a web-based text and multimedia management system. This method is a typical Long Method of 395 lines with the potential to be optimized and refactored. Code segments in bold are to be extracted corresponding to the source code in Lines 197-199. As the function of this segment is to obtain the tag name and is relatively independent, it is extracted as a separate method to improve comprehensibility and maintainability. The code segment in Figure 7 refactored by CAACSER is shown in Figure 8 . As the code to be extracted contains 5 inputs and 2 outputs, OutPutClass is introduced to encapsulate these 2 outputs. The code refactored in Figure 8 consists of three parts: the modified code after extracting, a new extraction method and a new output class, respectively.
In addition, CAACSER is compared with the Extract Method built in Eclipse by designing a test code refactored by both. The comparison is based on the same code segments selected manually, and then CAACSER and Eclipse are used respectively for code extraction. Table 5 shows the test code, and Table 6 shows the comparison results of CAACSER and the Extract Method built in Eclipse. Method to be extracted with more than 1output
Encapsulates outputs as an output object for the new method
Unable to process Table 6 presents the differences between these two code extraction methods. Methods with six or more inputs are seen with bad smell of long parameters list, which needs to be removed by CAACSER. CAACSER encapsulates multiple inputs into an input object to carry parameters into the method, then uses the Getter and Setter methods to obtain and set parameters, which shortens the length of parameters list and removes the bad smell of long parameters list. In addition, in the case of the extracted method with multiple outputs, the Extract Method in Eclipse terminates code extraction with errors while CAACSER packages outputs into an output object similar to the input object, and uses the Getter and Setter methods to obtain and set the output parameters. Therefore, CAACSER is more flexible than the Extract Method in complex scenarios, especially for methods with multiple inputs and outputs.
Conclusions
In this paper, we present a context-aware automatic code segment extraction and refactoring method, CAACSER. The ThreeSegment Analysis (TSA) in code analysis takes into account the context of the code to be extracted and evaluates the size of the input and output sets obtained to determine whether to introduce input and output classes in refactoring. CAACSER provides a complete set of wizard-style interfaces to guide users to refactor code using the Extract Method without changing the behavior of the original code, and it is also useful in semi-automatic code extraction with step-by-step guidance for developers.
CAACSER still has limitations that need to be improved in follow-up work. First, if the source code contains keywords such as return, break and continue, CAACSER cannot perform the extraction; second, CAACSER cannot deal with comments; third, CAACSER only considers variables used in the extracted code without distinguishing read and write operations. Some variables encapsulated in the input class may remain unchanged in output class as they are read-only in the code extracted or are only written in the context. Therefore, follow-up work will focus on the improvement of code extraction for more complex refactoring scenarios.
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